"M. Hubert Curien is an unassuming, almost shy, man, with the qualities of a terrier" -that was one summary of the personality of the French crystallographer who was among the main architects of both French and European science (see Nature 346, 126-127; 1990). Curien, who died on 6 February at the age of 80, was one of a rare breed. He was a scientist with an undisputed flair for politics and diplomacy at the highest level, heading up CERN, the European particle physics facility, and the European Space Agency (ESA). For much of a decade, he was also one of the most effective science ministers France has had, enjoying the ear of president François Mitterrand.
and Marie Curie in Paris. Attached to teaching, Curien also maintained his courses at the university until 1994.
His talent as a research administrator appeared early, and he quickly rose through the ranks of the CNRS, France's national research agency, becoming its director-general in 1969 and initiating a modernization of the agency. He It was after another successful rocket launch in Kourou that Curien caught the eye of Laurent Fabius. Curien was later to remark, "I climbed onto a barrel to say a few words as was the custom, and was welcomed by thunderous applause… Fabius, who had to create a new government, said that if all it took was for me to climb onto a barrel to be acclaimed, I would be a very popular minister."
Curien oversaw a massive investment in French research by Mitterrand, with spending on science rising from 1.97% of gross domestic product in 1981 to 2.42% in 1992. This and a raft of reforms reorganizing the research agencies were enshrined in a 1982 law on science, which made research a national priority and underpinned a resurgence of French science in the 1980s. Curien was appreciated across the political spectrum, and for example was nominated as chair of the national scientific council of defence in 1986 by the neo-Gaullist government of Jacques Chirac, while at the same time being chairman of a campaign for the reelection of Mitterrand in the poll of 1988. Following Curien's death, Jean-Pierre Raffarin, Chirac's current prime minister, spoke for both the political and scientific communities in France: Curien was, he said, "a man of conviction who knew how to overcome all divisions in the national interest".
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